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Short Abstract 
Stepping Piezoelectric Actuators (SPA) are new long-stroke linear piezoelectric motors for micro/nano 
positioning applications benefiting of the advantages and the heritage of the APA. SPA are formed of only 4 
parts: the well-established Amplified Piezoelectric Actuators (APA),  a front mass, a clamp and a rod. SPA 
operates by accumulation of small steps, using inertial mode, impact forces and stick-slip effects, allowing to 
perform long strokes (> 10mm). Main advantages induced by the choice of the APA are high reliability, low 
peak current (<30mA), relatively high speed (> 20mm/s), useful forces (>10N) and long range 
nanopositioning mode. Other advantages are that only one channel per SPA is required and that virtually all 
standard APAs can be operated. The presentation will present the design of these actuators and will provide 
numerous experimental data, as regard step size, speed, current requirement, micro positioning capabilities, 
etc …  
 
Summary 
Stepping Piezoelectric Actuators (SPA) are new long-stroke linear piezoelectric motors for micro/nano 
positioning applications benefiting of the advantages and the heritage of the APA. 
 
Amplified Piezoelectric Actuators (APA) [1,2] are solid-state linear actuators offering large deformations (from 
1 to 10% depending on the type) and medium strokes (up to 1mm). They have been designed with an 
efficient mechanical amplifier and a pre-stress applied to the piezo ceramics. This design choice was 
performed initially to meet space requirements in order to offer a good ability to withstand external vibrations 
(due to launching). As a consequence of their pre-stress, they can perform the full strokes not only in static 
conditions but also in dynamic conditions including resonance and fast transient motion. As additional 
consequences, they are extremely reliable (life time is larger than 1010 cycles), they have passed many 
aerospace qualifications and they are selected in many EU and US space missions [3]. Using the ability of 
APA for dynamic motions, various mechanisms have been built : fast piezo shutters (FPS), fast tool servo 
(FTS) circuit-breakers, micro scanners, anti-vibration, sound& vibration generators, proportional piezo valves 
PPV, piezo generators [4]… SPA is a new application of APAs using its capability and reliability for both fast 
transient motion and nano-positioning. 
 
Stepping Piezoelectric Actuators (SPA) are formed of only 4 parts: 
• the well-established Amplified Piezoelectric Actuators (APA)  
• a front mass, a clamp and a rod (Fig.1) 
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Fig.1 - SPA SM-S based on the APA60SM before (a) and after 
(b) a 10mm stroke actuation with the mode M1  

Fig 2 - Displacement u1 of the Mass  
M1 : Long stroke stepping mode  
M2 : Short stroke deformation mode  
         (M2a : quasi-static ; M2b : dynamic) 
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Stepping Piezoelectric Actuators (SPA) operate by accumulation of small steps, using inertial mode, impact 
forces and stick-slip effects as introduced in [5] and analyzed in [6] : A slow APA actuation generate a slow 
motion of the Mass while the rod sits in the clamp. A fast APA actuation induces a fast motion of the rod 
slipping in the clamp. This allows to get steps, which gives a long stroke, called the stepping mode (M1). 
Between each step the actuator is locked in position. 
The load may be fixed on different positions leading to 2 different motor capabilities thanks to different 
modes.  
In a first configuration offering nano positioning, the load can replace the mass or can be fixed to the mass. 
So when the long stroke (M1) is performed, the motor can be also operated in a deformation mode (M2) for a 
fine adjustment. In this case, the stroke is proportional to the applied voltage, which leads to a nanometer 
resolution and a high bandwidth.  
In a second configuration, the load is fixed on the moving rod. In this case, the advantage is a high stiffness.   
The long stroke stepping mode (M1) is produced by step accumulation with an appropriate 0-150V saw tooth 
voltage. The short stroke deformation mode (M2) is produced by deformation of the APA, which is simply 
proportional to the excitation voltage between –20 to +150V.  
 
Because of the use of the APA instead of usual piezo ceramics, the required current is strongly reduced and 
the speed is significantly increased compared to [5]. For example the SPA XS requires only 30mV, as 
produced bay a small CA45 amplifier, and speed is typically 5 to 10 times higher than usual inertial stepping 
motors. Typical performances are given in the following table. These advantages will be further developed in 
the paper.  
For this reason, SPA can be driven by standard Cedrat Technologies lab linear amplifiers such as the LA75 
family, ordered by a signal generator, or by specific electronics. Only one channel per SPA is required. 
Different position sensors can be implemented for close loops operation thanks to UC75 numerical controller.  
 

References Unit SPA µXS SPA XS-S SPA XS-F SPA SM-S SPA SM-F
Notes Preliminary Preliminary Preliminary Preliminary Preliminary

Base APA µXS APA35XS APA35XS APA60SM APA60SM

Blocking force at rest (M1, M2) N 0,3 3 6 15 30

Long stroke (M1) mm 5 10 10 20 20

Actuation force (M1) N 0,1 1 2 5 10

Max speed (M1) mm/s 20 20 5 20 5

Short high resolution stroke (M2) µm 60 55 55 80 80

Bandwidth (M2) kH 7 5 5 4 4

Resolution (M2) nm < 6 < 5,5 < 5,5 < 8 < 8

Capacitance (M1, M2) µF 0,02 0,25 0,25 1,55 1,55

Height along active axis mm 13 20 20 40 40

Base size mm2 3 x 13 9 x 13 9 x 13 12 x 27 12 x 27

LA75 types compatibility A - B - C A - B - C A - B - C B - C B - C

CA45 compatibiliy yes yes yes no no  
 
Another significant advantage is that virtually all standard APAs can be operated as a SPA with appropriate 
add parts. Therefore the SPA concept can be considered as a way to expand the limited stroke of the APA. 
However smaller APAs (series µXS, XXS, S, SM, M) are of higher interest, because they allow to realize 
very small flat piezo motors. Non magnetic actuators APAs (NM option) can be selected for non magnetic 
actuation. Temperature range is typically –40°C to +80°C, but it can be extended to cryogenic (77K) or  warm 
(140°C) temperatures. 
 
The presentation will present the design of these actuators especially the SPA XS based on the APA35XS, 
and will provide numerous experimental data, as regard step size, speed, current requirement, micro 
positioning capabilities, etc …  
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